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1.3.2. Pressure Drop 

As the fluid flows inside the tubes through a condenser or evaporator, a pressure drop 

occurs both in the straight tubes and in the U-bends or heads of the heat exchanger. 

Some drop in pressure is also attributable to entrance and exit losses. 

  

 

 

1.4. Liquid in shell; heat transfer and pressure drop  

In shell-and-tube evaporators, where refrigerant boils inside tubes, the liquid being 

cooled flows in the shell across bundles of tubes, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. 

The liquid is directed by baffles so that it flows across the tube bundle many times 

and does not short-circuit from the inlet to the outlet. The analytical prediction of the 

heat-transfer coefficient of liquid flowing normal to a tube is complicated in itself, 

and the complex flow pattern over a bundle of tubes makes the prediction even more 

difficult. In order to proceed with the business of designing heat exchangers, 

engineers resort to correlations that relate the Nusselt, Reynolds, and Prandtl numbers 

to the geometric configuration of the tubes and baffles. Such an equation by Emerson 

can be modified to the form 
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Fig. 4. Shell flow of liquid across tube bundles. 
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The pressure drop of liquid flowing through the shell across tube bundles is also difficult to 

predict analytically, but when an experimental point is available for one flow rate, 

predictions of the pressure drop at other flow rates can be made quite accurately.  

Figure 12-5 shows the water pressure drop taken from catalog data of a water-chilling 

evaporator. The applicable exponent in the pressure-drop-flow-rate relationship here is 1.9 

1.5. Extended surface; fins 

 

When one of the fluids in a condenser or evaporator is a gas (hereafter considered to 

be air), the properties of the air compared with those of the liquid, such as water, result 

in heat-transfer coefficients of the order of one-tenth to one-twentieth that of the water. 

The air-side resistance in a configuration such as shown in Fig. 2 would provide the 

controlling resistance. In order to decrease 1/hA, the area A is usually increased by 

using fins. 

 

 
Figure 6 Bar fin. 

Extended surface; fins: 

 

6 
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Harper and Brown found that the fin effectiveness for the bar fin at Fig. 6 can be represented by 

 

• The bar fin is not a common shape but the dominant type of finned surface is the 

rectangular plate fin mounted on cylindrical tubes. The net result is a rectangular 

or square fin mounted on a circular base, one section of which is shown in Fig. 7 

a. The fin effectiveness of the rectangular plate fin is often calculated by using 

properties of the corresponding annular fin (Fig. 7 b), for which a graph of the fin 

effectiveness is available, as in Fig. 8. The corresponding annular fin has the same 

area and thickness as the plate fin it represents. 

 

Figure 7 Determining fin effectiveness of a rectangular plate fin (a) by treating it as an (b) 

annular fin of the same area. 

 

  

Figure 8 Fin effectiveness of an annular fin. 
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Illustrative Example: What is the fin effectiveness of a rectangular plate fin made of 

aluminum 0.3 mm thick mounted on a 16-mm-OD tube if the vertical tube spacing is 50 mm 

and the horizontal spacing is 40 mm? The air-side heat-transfer coefficient is 65 W/m2K, 

and the conductivity of aluminum is 202 W/mK. 

 

Solution The annular fin having the same area as the plate fin (Fig. 8) has an external radius 

of 25.2 mm. The half-thickness of the fin y = 0.15 mm 

2y=0.3 

Y=0.3/2=0.15 mm=0.00015 m 
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  Figure 8 Fin effectiveness of an annular fin. 

Case Study: The air-side area of a finned condenser or evaporator is composed of two 

portions, the prime area and the extended area. The prime area AP is that of the tube between 

the fins, and the extended area Ae is that of the fin. Since the prime area is at the base 

temperature, it has a fin effectiveness of 1.0. It is to the extended surface that the fin 

effectiveness less than 1.0 applies. Equation (8) for the overall heat-transfer coefficient can 

be revised to read 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Annular fin of same area as rectangular plate fin. 
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Problem. 3: (a) Compute the fin effectiveness of a bar fin made of aluminum that is 0.12 

mm thick and 20 mm long when hf = 28 W/m2.K, the base temperature is 4 C, and the air 

temperature is 20 C. 

(b) If you are permitted to use twice as much metal for the fin as originally specified in part 

(a) and you can either double the thickness or double the length, which choice would be 

preferable in order to transfer the highest rate of heat flow. Why? 

Solution: 

        

Ans. Therefore double the fin thickness to improve rate of heat flow with an efficiency of 87 % 

compared to 77.46 %. 
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Problem. 4: Compute the fin effectiveness of an aluminum rectangular plate fin of a finned 

air-cooling evaporator if the fins are 0.18 mm thick and mounted on a 16-mm-OD tubes. 

The tube spacing is 40 mm in the direction of air flow and 45 mm vertically. The air-side 

coefficient is 55 W/m2.K. 

Solution 
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Problem. 5: A shell-and-tube condenser has a U value of 800 W/m2 .K based on the water-

side are and a water pressure drop of 50 kPa. Under this operating condition 40 percent of 

the heat-transfer resistance is on the water side. If the water-flow rate is doubled, what will 

the new U value and the new pressure drop be? 
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1.6. Gas flowing over finned tubes; heat transfer and pressure drop 

A precise prediction of the air-side heat-transfer coefficient when the air flows over finned 

tubes is complicated because the value is a function of geometric factors, e.g., the fin 

spacing, the spacing and diameter of the tubes, and the number of rows of tubes deep. 

Usually the coefficient varies approximately as the square root of the face velocity of the 

air. A rough estimate of the air-side coefficient hf can be computed from the equation derived 

from illustrative data in the ARI standard 

 

 

 

 


